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The product is supplied in plastic bottles and requires dilution with distilled, not fil- tered, water. Stewart was ... The best thermometer is a glass bulb type that is ... 
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Cutting and fitting the fabric prior to shrinking is essential for a good fit.



A calibrated lib t d iron i isi iintegral t l tto th the shrinking h i ki process. BY RON ALEXANDER



The next step in our ongoing discussion of fabric covering is to shrink the fabric to its proper tautness. This is a critical step in the covering process. Proper shrinkage is essential to a long-lasting covering job. Polyester fabric will shrink approximately 10% to 12%. When using the PolyFiber covering system, and all other covering systems except nitrate and butyrate dope, the tautening process ends after you shrink the fabric with a household iron. Covering an 32
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aircraft using Ceconite fabric along with nitrate and butyrate dope is a different story. Nitrate and butyrate (even the non-tautening variety) will continue to shrink fabric throughout the life of the airplane, with both Grade A cotton and polyester fabric. As the dopes shrink, they tighten the fabric they have encapwww.kitplanes.com



sulated. Proper heat-shrinking procedures for Ceconite fabric may be found in the Ceconite covering manual. When using Ceconite fabric, use only non-tautening dopes to cover your airplane even though they will shrink (to a lesser degree than regular dopes) with age. When using this process, you will not shrink the fabric to its maximum prior to applying the dopes, because you must allow for the resulting shrinkage caused by the dopes themselves. There are several reasons why an aircraft has to be re-covered before the full life of the covering system has been achieved. One of them concerns improper tautening of the fabric when it is placed on an aircraft structure. If the fabric is too loose, it will create a drumming effect in flight, causing the chemical coats to crack and peel. If the fabric has been tightened too much, structural damage may result. Either of these problems will contribute to having to prematurely re-cover your aircraft. This in mind, it is important that you use the proper procedures to tighten the fabric. The fabric tautening process is much simpler today than in the days of Grade A cotton fabric. Cotton has to be initially shrunk with water and then allowance made for the fabric to continue to tighten through the years as a result



The iron can be used to heat-form the fabric around curved areas. Slowly working and shrinking the fabric allows it to be perfectly formed with no wrinkles.



of the shrinking of the dopes that are applied. Attaching the fabric properly prior to the tightening process is essential. If it is too loose when attached and glued, you will never be able to achieve the desired tautness. If it is too tight when attached you will risk damaging a structure from the subsequent tightening through the years. Today’s polyester fabric is shrunk to its optimum tightness by applying heat with a regular household iron. With the iron properly calibrated and set at 225°, wrinkles in the fabric can be worked out where necessary. Be careful not to iron over areas that are cemented, as 250° will loosen the cement bond.



Any additional tautening is not only unnecessary, but it may be harmful to the underlying structure. Too much tightening can distort or damage the components of the airplane. We will use a regular household iron to shrink the fabric to proper tautness, using the Poly-Fiber covering system for our illustration. With any system, be sure you follow the procedures that are outlined in the manual. Note that when the iron is properly set at a maximum temperature of 350° F, you can leave it in one place and it will not burn through the fabric.



Photos: Richard VanderMeulen
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Fabric continued The initial tautness of the fabric prior to the shrinking process was discussed in a previous article. As a brief review, if you are covering a wing, the fabric should be attached loose enough to allow you to pull the fabric above the top of the structure about 1 inch. As you gain experience you will be able to properly judge the amount of tautness prior to shrinking.



Iron It Out The iron you use must be properly calibrated prior to using it on your fabric. You will want to calibrate and mark at least four temperature settings: 200°, 225°, 250° and 350°. Your iron should be of a high enough quality to hold the desired temperatures within +/-10°. Let’s look at what actually occurs when you tighten polyester fabric. Once again, the fibers have the capability of shrinking about 10% to 12%. This will occur at a maximum temperature of 350° F. At 250° F the fabric will shrink about 5%. At less than 250° F (200° to 225°) the fabric will smooth but shrink little. At a temperature of 370° F the fibers will actually begin to loosen. At 425° F the fibers will melt. As you can see, it is extremely important for you to know the temperature of the device you are using to apply the heat. The household iron you use should have a rating of at least 1100 watts or it will not reach 350°. Never use a heat gun to shrink fabric. You have absolutely no idea what temperature is being emitted and furthermore, the temperature being applied will vary according to how far away from the fabric you hold the gun.



The Calibration Process Obtain an accurate thermometer with a stem that can be placed under your iron. The best thermometer is a glass bulb type that is pre-marked for the temperatures outlined above. This is available through all Poly-Fiber distributors. Purchase some silicone heat-sink compound. Build a half-inch-thick stack of dry paper towels. You will use this as a heat 34
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Stewart Systems A tour of the displays at the Golden West Air Show in Northern California in early June gave me a chance to interview Doug Stewart, President of Hangar 21. You might be more familiar with the company under the name of Stewart Systems, maker of eco-friendly fabric coverings and paint for aircraft. Stewart was demonstrating the company’s fabric covering system and started by handing a bottle of the adhesive around as he described it as non-flammable, non-toxic and suf- Doug Stewart of Stewart Systems demficiently non-aromatic that, “It can be onstrates his STC’d method of applying applied in the bedroom with no out- fabric. The non-toxic glue is brushed onto side ventilation.” A sniff of the bottle clean tubing. bore that out. In addition to keeping the neighbors and spouse happy, these benign characteristics mean that it can be shipped UPS/FedEx with no additional HazMat expenses. The product is supplied in plastic bottles and requires dilution with distilled, not filtered, water. Stewart was clear about this: Filtration devices are not all the same in what they remove, and with age they may change in their effectivity. “You only need a gallon bottle or so to do an entire airplane, so that’s not a big expense,” he said. Application was equally easy. After cleaning the tubing, you need only brush a liberal coat on. There’s no need to rush, as you could come back the next day to apply the fabric. After coating a length of tubing, Stewart simply draped some fabric across it. The glue is tacky, so you can lift the fabric and adjust out the wrinkles. Once it was smooth, he applied a hot iron to activate the glue. As it soaked through the fabric, a simple wipe with a rag was sufficient to remove any excess. Gluing the tapes and rib-stitching, if needed, is done on bare fabric with no preparatory coatings required. Stewart pointed out that, “You can paint the glue onto the tape and lay it on the base fabric, then apply the iron to activate it.” He added that the glue doesn’t stick to the iron, so it makes a very smooth edge. The last step is to apply a second coat of the glue, wipe off the excess, and call it done. No secondary hot iron is needed. Stewart was also happy to point out that the fabric system is approved by the FAA under STC SA01734SE. Stewart Systems is located in central Washington, Cashmere to be precise, right on the Cashmere Airport (HS2). “Drop by to see us,” he said. “It’s a short field, so if you prefer to land at Pangborn, we’ll come pick you up.” Stewart Systems also has an eco-friendly group of paints to finish off your project. Look for a lengthy report on it in an upcoming issue. For more information, call 888/356-7659, or visit www.stewartsystems.aero. —Bob Fritz
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THE VELOCITY TXL sink on which to place the iron while calibrating it. Next, place a small amount of heatsink compound on the bulb of the thermometer and lay it in the middle of the paper towels. Place your iron on top of the thermometer that is on the paper towels. Turn the iron on, advance the heat control to the wool setting, and watch the temperature rise. Let it stabilize and then vary the control to reach a temperature of 200°. Using a piece of masking tape, place a mark over the temperature dial at the 200° setting. Vary the temperature until you have the iron calibrated and marked for 200°, 225°, 250° and 350°. Turn the iron off and allow it to cool. Then thoroughly remove the silicone heat sink on the bottom of the iron.



Shrinking the Fabric



253 KTAS CRUISE @ 65% +1300 NM RANGE KITS STARTING AT $33,000



INC.



It’s time to fly. Fast.



Visit us at Oshkosh on AeroShell Square!



After attaching the fabric to the structure and prior to shrinking the fabric, you must allow the fabric cement to completely dry. Failure to do so will often result in the fabric being pulled loose from the structure.



For the cost of the competition’s “affordable” LSA, you can build a Sonex Aircraft. . . and buy 16,533 gallons of avgas! Get the airplane at: www.SonexAircraft.com/affordable



or call: 920.231.8297



Always use a good quality iron rated for at least 1100 watts.
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Fabric continued Normally, you will do two separate iron passes on the fabric. The first ironing is done at 250°, followed by a final ironing at 350°. If you are covering an ultralight or a lighter structure aircraft, shrinking beyond 250° could result in structural damage. Also, if you are using nitrate and butyrate dope then you will only shrink to 250°. If you have used a fabric envelope with sewn seams, you will want to shrink the area immediately along the seam first. Failure to do so will cause the seam to be crooked. You will want to be sure that the seam is perfectly straight. Oth-



The iron is being used to smooth out wrinkles in a tape that is covering a curved surface.



erwise, you will have difficulty placing a finishing tape over the seam. As you begin the shrinking process, the fibers of the fabric will shrink uniformly and evenly. If you are doing a large surface, such as a wing, begin in the bay near the wingroot. Shrink that at 250° and then do the bay at the wingtip. You can then work your way toward the middle of the wing. This will help prevent any warping of the airframe. Let the iron glide over the surface—no pressure is necessary. Do not worry about leaving the iron in one place temporarily. It will not scorch the fabric, nor will the fabric get any tighter. The amount of shrinkage is due totally to the temperature, not the pressure or time. Don’t worry about removing all of the wrinkles on the first pass. They will come out with the higher temperature setting you will use on the next pass. Iron over the hard surfaces such as the leading edges. Realize these areas may act as a heat sink and require a little extra time to properly shrink. Be careful not to allow the tip of the iron to penetrate protrusions or rivets and cut the fabric. Also, and this is important, do not place the iron over cemented



A cardboard “ironing board” is used to help shrink the fabric inside the curve of the wingtip to give it the correct shape. The cardboard is simply a tool that will provide stability to the loose fabric.
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seams. A temperature of about 250° will loosen fabric cement. After shrinking the fabric at 250°, you will then turn the heat up to the 350° setting and iron everything again. Be sure you shrink all of the fabric at this setting. The 350° setting will shrink the fabric to its maximum of 10% to 12%. Failure to shrink to this setting on



The edges of a patch on fabric covering can be smoothed using an iron set at 225° F.



most airplanes (other than ultralights) will cause the fabric to be loose forever. When you pass the iron over the fabric at this temperature you will often see steam rising off of the fabric. This is normal. Moisture from the fabric is escaping. Also, it is a good idea to mark each wing bay or area that has been shrunk to 350° using a pencil, not a pen. That way, if you are distracted, you will know which areas are completed. You will want to purchase a small heat-sealing iron in addition to your regular iron. This smaller iron will be used in some of the non-load-carrying areas that are inaccessible with a larger iron. Use this type of iron only in areas where exact fabric tension is not critical. Removal of wrinkles and smoothing of tapes can be accomplished this way. Calibrate the smaller iron just as you do the larger iron. If you are a beginning fabric coverer, I recommend learning the techniques on a small surface such as an elevator. Perfect your procedures before going to the wing or fuselage. Ideally, learn the basics from the EAA SportAir workshop, or the company manuals and videos. The video and DVD provide an excellent visual image of the procedure discussed in this article. 
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The initial shrinking of a fabric surface is done at 250°. After this ironing, a final shrinking should be accomplished using 350° F.
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Areas with pinholes may be rubbed with a soft cloth and reducer, and then .... drink it, and dispose of it properly. ... project kit; look for a report in a future issue.
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airplane project can be confusing. Advice on the correct ... Choosing the â€œright stuffâ€� for your project. BY RON ... fabric has a lower breaking strength than heavier ...
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the strength is greater, resulting in excel- lent resistance to damage and to tearing. ... Application of the recommended number of aluminum coats will provide ...
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Note that when the iron is properly set at a maximum .... a mark over the temperature dial at the. 200Â° setting. Vary the ... a little extra time to properly shrink. Be.
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The second coat of. Poly-Brush is being ... These systems are easy to use, especially for those who have little .... You may notice an â€œorange peelâ€� appearance.
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A further look at curved surfaces and how to deal with inspection rings, drain gromments and gussets. BY RON ALEXANDER. Either bias tape or straight tape ...
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wing you will want to be sure the ribs are all parallel to each other. This step must be done prior to placing any fabric on the surface. A twill tape called inter-.
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coats. A certain amount of Poly-Spray will be removed when you sand, and it will need to be replaced to ensure proper protection of the fabric. Before we go any ...
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uct to use. You will know that retarder is needed if the Poly-Spray has a ... notice every imperfection that begins ... to spray on the second cross coat of Poly-.
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